


dormire nel fango 
                         edo chieregato 

              michelangelo setola

canicola
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Isole / Islands 1. Nico has never missed an opportunity to make a list of the measures of the islands. 2. Sicilia 25.426 square kilometres 3. Sardegna  23.813, 
Isola d’Elba 223…
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1. I’ve always preferred rivers to islands. / Dad, are canadian tents made in Canada? 2. I think you get bored on the islands. / Well, not all of them. 3. Nothing 
never happens. / But they invented them, right? / Yes, yes… of course. 4. Why? 5. A river is better. / They have a lot of forests over there… 6. Even if someti-
mes it’s scary. / And where there is a lot of forests there is a lot of campsites.
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1. Whirpools that can suck you in. 2. Forests with plants that look like Africa’s ones. 3. What a stench. It smells beer. / Of course! I’ve drank almost ten cans. 
4. Don’t bug me I put the money! / He put the money!? Listen to him it’s almost two weeks / he hasn’t taken out a penny. 5. When the river gets bigger 6. Foam 
like dry coffee appears.
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1. People have fun at the river. / I’m the King of the Island, that’s all he responded to me and he respects me. / What the fuck is this idiot saying? 2. They go 
swimming, catch some sun. / Aah, leave him alone. / Thank you.  3. And they pee in it. Like in the sea. / You see even this lizard respects me since I cut its 
tail!/ Ih ih ih. 4. Me and my dad go fishing in it. / Moreno what do you think? It happened a week ago, this is probably another lizard. 5. The bait is essential, 
the worms have to be fresh.
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1. You know, when Moreno was little he was about to drown in the river, to catch the ball. / Come on stop it, leave him alone. / Ah ah ah.
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1. It’s huge.
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1. Come on! Pull!
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1. Island inside rivers also exist. 2. And they’re quiete different. 3. They are super scary… 4. Specially in the winter when water submerges them.




